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READING READINESS AND THE LEARNER

A quality reading readiness program needs to be in the offing for each

student beginning initial experiences in reading.

A reading readiness program for young 1L -s needs to be sequential

to blend into more formalized means of reading instruction. A quality reading

readiness curriculum will emphasize:

1. securing the interests of learners.

2. achieving meaning in learning on the part of students.

3. providing for diverse levels of achievement among pupils.

4. attaining purpose from the involved student's own unique perception.

5. developing appropriate attitudes within students for learning.

6. utilizing a variety of materials and methods to optimize student

achievement.

Securing Interests of Learners

What can be done to obtain the attention of students in order that they

may achieve as much as possible in reading? A variety of learning activities

certainly should assist in securing interests of students. Thus, selected

slides, filmstrips, pictures, stuuy prints, films, and transparencies can pro-

vide background information for learners in a reading readiness program. The

act of reading in a more formalized program of instruction becomes easier if

learners understand the related subject matter. If students struggle over

both word recognition and ideas in reading a given selection, the skill of

reading becomes complex indeed. However, with background information provided

by quality audio-visual materials, properly introduced by the teacher, reading

as a skill can be more readily developed, as compared to not knowing . mean-

ing of the inherent subject matter. It becomes quite obvious that more than
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background information on the part of the learner is needed to acquire abilities

in learning to read.

Achieving Meaning in Learning

Young learners in a reading readiness program need to understand the mean-

ing or meanings of abstract symbols. Thus, even in getting learners ready to

read, students may already receive practice in understanding content which con-

tains graphemes (symbols) arranged in sequential words, phrases, sentences, and

even paragraphs. The experience chart concept may well provide this practice.

To implement the experience chart concept,.involved learners need back-

ground experiences. The previously discussed audio-visual materials can provide

the framework for these background experiences. Also, excursions in the school

building, on the playground area, and near to the school grounds may be taken by

students with teacher guidance. The excursion experiences may be given orally

by involved learners to the teacher in the classroom. The teacher prints neat,

large manuscript letters pertaining to content provided by students. The con-

tent may be printed on the chalkboard, on a chart, or on a transparency using

an overhead projector.

Next, after the completion of the experience chart in which students can

see talk written down, the teacher guides students to read the related subject

matter. As the teacher points to words, phrases, and sentences, students are

developing a basic sight vocabulary.

Meaningful learnings accrue in developing an experience chart due to stu-

dents having:

1. experienced content contained in the chart.

2. observed their orally expressed ideas being encoded using related

graphemes.

3. provided the content which is within their very own speaking vocabu-

laries.
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' 4. experienced reading of content which they provided for the resulting
chart.

Pertaining to the utilization of experience charts, Lee and Allen' wrote:

Communication skills, commonly called the language arts, occupies a
larger part in the curriculum during the first twelve or thirteen years of
basic education than any other curriculum element. In fact, development of
communication skills begins very early in the home as the child learns to use
his native language with some degree of effectiveness. Our society recognizes,
however, that skillful use of the language in all its aspects requires years
of instruction and practice. Ability to use language well is closely linked
with success in most prestige occupations in cur society. It is imperative,
then, that we effectively and efficiently teach the communication skills of
listening, speaking, reading and writing.

Providing for Diverse Levels of Achievement

It is always important to provide for varied levels of accomplishment

on the part of a given set of learners. Pupils differ from each other in many

ways, such as interest, motivation, abilities, and needs. How can the teacher

provide for these differences in a quality reading readiness program?

The teacher might utilize a flannel board with related cutouts to tell

a sequential story. An experience such as this mould assist learners to

attain background knowledge, as well as think of order of content stated. Each

story that pupils will read later in a formalized reading curriculum should

contain recommended sequence. Human beings tend to think sequential as to

facts, concepts, and generalizations. A quality story told to young learners

with visuals should assist in providing learning emphasizing sequence in reading

readiness.

Pupils may also tell stories without or with the use of a flannel board.

The story should be on the present achievement and understanding level of the

involved learner.

'Doris M. Lee and R. V. Allen, Learning to Read Through Experience,
Second edition. New York: Appleton-Century-CroftT7963, page 1.
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A second approach in providing for diverse progress levtls could involve

oral reading of stimulating stories to students. The content needs to be

carefully selected to capture the interests of involved pupils. Illustrations

contained in the context may be shown to learners as the ore reading activity

progresses. The teacher needs to observe listeners to notice attentiveness.

Reading orally with enthusiasm and intonation is important.

Using commercially prepared reading readiness materials may also assist

in providing for individual differences. Selected learners may proceed more

rapidly than others in the classroom due to abilities and motivation possessed.

Thus, on a reading readiness page, learners may draw a line to match upper and

lower manuscript letters. Visual discrimination is then being emphasized.

Learners notice likenesses and differences in letters. Each upper case

letter has a different configuration. Upper case letters, of course, have a

different appearance, one from the other, as compared to lower case manuscript

letters. Thus, the upper case letter "A" is quite different in appearance

from the lower case"a." The upper case "C" is taller than the lower case letter

"c." Otherwise the upper case and lower case "c" appear quite similar in

appearance. In utilizing commercially prepared reading readiness materials,

the teacher needs to make definite provisions for individual differences among

learners.

Individual differences also can receive adequate attention in teacher

prepared readiness materials. Thus, a teacher may have learners engage in

activities, such as the following to proceed at their own rate of achievement:

I. Cross out a word that looks different from two other words, e. g.
dog, room, dog. From the simple to the complex in sequence should be the
guide in developing the visual discrimination experiences for students in
marking the word in print that is differenct from two other words.

2. Choose the picture that looks different from two other illustra-
tions, e. g. pictures of two identical dogs and a picture of a boy.

3. Pick the letter that is different, e.g. a b b.

6
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In providing for individual differences, each learner needs to be per-

mitted to attain as rapidly as abilities permit. No learner should be held

back to where others are achieving. Nor should students be hurried along to

a point to which meaningful learning is not possible.

Purpose in Learning

What can be done to assist students to attach reasons for participating

in ongoing experiences? Learners achieve at a higher rate if a reason or

reasons ire involved in learning subject matter, skills, and attitudes. In a

quality reading readiness program, pupils may engage in learning to read words

attached to relevant concrete objects in the classroom. Thus, the word "chair"

should be printed in neat manuscript letters and attached to a real chair and

the word "table" placed on a real table. Other vital words need also to be

printed and placed on concrete objects. It is recommended that words in manu-

script need selecting (and placed on objects) which will aid students later on

in reading significant words in a more formal program. Each pupil needs to

read at an increasingly proficient level.

Explaining to students '',ow in learning to read the labeled words will

aid them in reading more complex materials is significant.

The Dolch2 list of 220 basic sight words remain relevant for students

today. The 220 words are:

a as black cold eat for grow how

about ask blue come eight from had hut*

after at both could every full has I

again ate bring cut fall funny have if

all away brown did far gave he in

always be but do fast give help into

am because by does find go her is

an been call done first goes here it

and before came don't five going him its

any best can down fly good his jump

are better carry draw for got hold just

around big clean drink found green hot keep

2
Listed in Diane Lapp and James Flood. Teaching Reading to Every Child.

New York: The Macmillan Company, 1978, page 246.
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kind must open right small there us which

know my or round so these use white

laugh myself our run some they very who

let never out say soon this walk why

like new over saw start those want will

little no own say stop three warm wish

live not pick see take to was with

long now play seven tell today wash work

look of please shall ten together we would

made off pretty she thank too well write

make old put show that try went yes

many or ran sing the two were you

may once read sit their under what your

me one red six them up when

much only ride sleep then upon where

The teacher may desire to select a few of the words at chosen intervals

to guide learners in achieving word recognition skills. The teacher may

challenge students to master the words using a flashcard approach. Inexpen-

sive prizes or certificates may be given for mastery learning. The number

of words selected for students to master should not be excessive. Rather,

the number selected is reasonable and can become a part of the basic sight

vocabulary of each learner. Success in learning and positive attitudes

developed by each student is vital. If learners develop negative side effects

from ongoing activities, harmful end results in learning to read will be in

the offing. Continuous progress from each learner is recommended. To attain

continuously, each student needs to be successful in learning and thus achieve

what is impossible to learn will definitely hinder in developing positive

attitudes toward learning.

Developing Appropriate Attitudes

If learners are to achieve appropriately, quality feelings toward learn-

ing need adequate emphasis. Playing games which aid students in achieving

vital goals may emphasize affective ends. In a quality auditory discrimina-

tion program, pupils may provide words which rhyme with a given word provided

by the teacher. Appropriate words need to be selected for this activity.

How many words can students then give which rhyme with "hat." The word lends
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itself to learners giving numerous rhyming words such as bat, cat, fat, mat,

vat, and rat. Other words which the teacher might use in a game situation in

determining how many rhyming words pupils can provide include: can, ball, and

run.

When students suggest words that rhyme, not only do auditory discrimi-

nation goals become relevant in the reading curriculum, but also enjoyment

of learning as an attitude is relevant.

Pupils can also be challenged to provide words which have the same

beginning sound as a word provided by the teacher. Thus, when ready, pupils

may give words which have the same beginning sound as each of the following:

bay, cake, role, and do.

There are students who cannot hear sounds and may need to depend upon

the sight method more so then the sound approach to identify unknown words in

a sequential reading program.

Pictures may also be used in a quality auditory discrimination lesson

or unit. For example, the involved learner may cross out which picture of

an animal does riot begin in sound like the other two illustrations: Baby, fox,

and bo.,.

Bush and Huebner
3

wrote:

1. Auditory and visual discrimination must be blended. From words that the
child recognizes when he hears them , he is taught to recognize them when he
sees them. Thus he blends the auditory and the visual processes.

2. The teacher should illustrate a particular sound with as many words as
possible. Words and pictures should be used together for reinforcement and
association. With the use of pictures, children can furnish additional words
illustrating the particular sound.

3. Reliance upon only one method of word analysis is wrong. All the clues
should be brought into play.

3Clifford Bush and Margaret Huebner, Strategies for Reading in the Ele-
mentary School. New York: Macmillan Publishing Company, 1979, page-8T.
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4. Teachers should direct to the individual child questions that will help

him or her analyze the letter-sound relationships. Children vary in this

ability and in the ability to generalize from specifics.

5. All elementary teachers should be familiar with the entire phonics pro-

gram. No matter what grade or level is taught, there must be teaching, prac-

tice, reteaching, and review of certain phonic skills, at least with some of

the children.

6. Some children need little phonics instruction. Substituting sounds in

familiar words or adding sound to familiar words may suffice for them. Ex-

amples of substitution are ban for the known can, or bat for known cat. Ex-

amples of adding a sound are farm where arm is known, or rant when ran is

known.

7. By diagnosing the strengths and weaknesses of the class, the teacher det-

ermines how much time to spend on phonics and with which children phonic in-

struction and practice is needed. It is usually a waste of time to teach

the whole class or group that which only a few need.

Utilizing varied Media

Quality reading readiness curriculum must emphasize a variety of mat-

erials and methods of teaching and learning. Each learner differs from others

in many ways. Since multiple differences exist among students, each learner

needs to be adequately provided for to achieve in an optimal manner.

Objectives need to be carefully chosen for students to :4ain on an indiv-

idual basis. The types of objectives emphasized should reflect the concept

of balance in the reading curriculum. Thus, understandings, skills, and at-

titudinal ends shoula be emphasized in teaching-learning situations. To

attain understandings goals, vital facts, concepts, and generalizations

should be stressed for learner attainment. Skills ends emphasize a learning

by doing approach. A student then achieves abilities in using visual discrimi-

nation skills (developing a basis sight vocabulary), auditory discrimination

methods (phonetic analysis), and picture clues (illustrations utilized to

identify unknown words.) Attitudinal ends are equally significant to achieve

as compared to understandings and skills goals. Quality attitudes emphasize

positive feelings toward reading as a curriculum area. With improved attitudes,
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students achieve at a more optimal rate in reading.

In Conclusion

Teachers and supervisors need to follow selected standards in a quality

reading readiness program. Thus, an exemplorary curriculum in securing a

student's abilities to be ready to read include:

1. getting learners' interests (attention) in desiring to achieve skills in
reading.

2. attaching meaning (understanding) to content being studied in a reading
readiness program.

3. providing for each student's present level of achievement with emphasis
being placed upon sequential progress in reading for pupils.

4. guiding pupils to perceive purpose or reasons for wanting to learn to read.

5. assisting learners to develop positive attitudes toward the curriculum
area of reading.

6. using diverse kinds of learning activities in guiding learners to achieve

optimally.
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